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OVERVIEW

The idea behind the development of Vookar is to provide the fastest roadside assistance for the people who are stranded in the middle of a journey due to a vehicle's mechanical failure. Moreover, it can provide you with valets that can drive you home whenever in need. The vast networks allows this app to aid you with brilliant service without making you suffer even for a jiffy.

SOLUTIONS

Google Map Integration to provide nationwide assistance
Push Notifications
Model View Controller
Integration of PayPal (Payment Gateway)
Hiring Valets and Drivers
Management of Data of Valets and Drivers
Management of Data of Vehicles
Management of Data of Customers
Credits Purchase Mode
Insert Processed Data
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CHALLENGES
Real Time Push Notifications
Sending Job request to appoint drivers
Payments Management
Setting pointers all over Singapore to accelerate the services

APPROACH
mySQL database to handle all website records and user data in its optimized tables
To handle abundant records, background loading is used instead of on user screen loading to make it load faster, functions better and crashing is prevented.

TECHNOLOGY
CodeIgnitor, Swift
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